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Abstract. In this paper, we develop an active stereo system for endo-
scope which requires auto-calibration, because a micro pattern projec-
tor is inserted through the instrument channel during an operation and
cannot be fixed to the endoscope. For solution, a new auto-calibration
technique with full 6-DOF estimation of an active stereo system with-
out any extra devices nor extra pattern projections is proposed. In the
technique, the pattern projector itself is simultaneously captured with a
target scene by an endoscope camera and the silhouette of the pattern
projector is used to conduct 2D-3D matching by using the knowledge of
the shape of the projector. In addition, the markers which is included
in the projection pattern are extracted and the distances from the clos-
est epipolar lines are calculated as for the cost function. To enhance the
robustness of the reconstruction, we also propose a simple high dynamic
range (HDR) imaging system for an endoscope by alternating the input
power of the pattern projector ON and OFF to blink the pattern so that
exposure time will vary with beat frequency, realizing a virtual multi-
exposure camera. By applying our auto calibration technique with HDR
imaging system, we achieved a robust and accurate reconstruction of
tissue in metric 3D under practical operation of the endoscopic system,
such as reconstruction of the inside of a real stomach of a pig.

1 Introduction

In this paper, we develop an active stereo system for endoscope which requires
auto-calibration, because a micro pattern projector is inserted through the
instrument channel during an operation and cannot be fixed to the endoscope.

Auto-calibration is a basic, but yet an important research topic for computer
vision. Recently, auto-calibration is applied to active stereo systems and it has
been researched for two decades. In general, calibration process requires stable
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and sufficient number of correspondences, however, this requirement is hard to
achieve for active stereo systems before calibration, because correspondences are
only acquired after calibration; this is a typical chicken and egg problem. To
solve the problem, additional devices, such as a spherical calibration tool with
known size [1] or extra pattern projections, such as gray code are used [2]. Since
it is not possible to install such extra devices nor extra patterns to endoscopes,
it makes auto-calibration more difficult than ordinary case.

In this paper, we propose a new auto-calibration technique for an active stereo
system with full 6-DOF estimation without any extra devices nor extra pattern
projections. In our technique, a pattern projector itself is simultaneously cap-
tured by an endoscope camera as well as a target scene; note that simultaneous
capture of the projector and the scene is not difficult for the endoscope cam-
era because the field of view of the camera is usually extremely wide. In actual
process, we extract the silhouette of the pattern projector and conduct 2D-3D
matching by using the knowledge of the shape of the projector. In addition, we
extract markers which are included in the pattern and calculate the distances
from the epipolar lines as for the cost function; note that we just impose 9
markers into the pattern, which makes it possible to specify the markers in the
captured images.

In the paper, we also propose a simple high dynamic range (HDR) imaging
system for an endoscope. Usually HDR images are synthesized by using multiple-
exposure images, however, it is impossible to precisely control the exposure of the
camera frame by frame for commonly available endoscope systems. Therefore,
we alternate the input power of the pattern projector ON and OFF to blink the
pattern with certain frequency so that exposure time will be varied with beat
frequency, realizing a virtual multi-exposure camera.

By applying our auto calibration technique to the HDR images which are
efficiently captured by our proposed system, we can achieve a robust and accurate
reconstruction of tissue in metric 3D under practical operation of the endoscope
system. In the experiments, we show the effectiveness of our technique with
several tests using the real system, and demonstrate the successful reconstruction
of the inside of a real stomach of a pig.

2 Related Work

3D endoscopes based on binocular stereo are actively being researched at the
present [3,4]. For the binocular stereo algorithm, which is a typical passive
stereo technique, correspondence retrieval is essentially difficult, especially on
textureless surfaces. To cope with textureless surfaces, techniques using Shape
from Shading (SfS) have been proposed [5], however, the 3D reconstruction is
only up-to-scale and it cannot be directly applied for measuring real sizes of 3D
tissues.

An active stereo technique is a simple solution for the aforementioned prob-
lems. Using color-coding for the projected pattern is one solution [6,7]. However,
accurate classification of illumination colors on textured tissues may need careful
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adjustment. Some other vision techniques using special cameras being applied
to endoscopes such as ToF sensors are proposed [8,9]. However, the resolution
of ToF sensor is inevitably low [8] or the size is larger than those of RGB sen-
sors and only applicable to laparoscope systems [9]. Recently, Furukawa et al.
proposed a structured light system for endoscope [1,10,11], which allows users
to update a common endoscope system without any reconfiguration.

In terms of auto-calibration, there is a long history for binocular stereo and
many papers have been published so far and they are summarized in [12]. On
the other hand, there is a few techniques for active stereo systems, especially for
structured light systems [1,2,13–15]. The structured light system can be catego-
rized into three, such as light sectioning method, temporally encoding method
and spatially encoding method. An auto-calibration for light sectioning method
estimates three unknown parameters for each laser sheet by using intersections
of multiple lasers [13,14]. In terms of an auto-calibration for temporally encoding
method, since the method usually assumes video projector, which can project
an arbitrary pattern such as gray code, dense and accurate correspondences are
easily retrieved and a calibration is efficiently achieved [2,15]. Unlike the tem-
porally encoding method, spatially encoding method, which is used in our endo-
scope system, basically cannot change the pattern and has essential difficulty on
retrieving correspondences, and thus, only few technique is proposed [1]. In the
method [1], since the authors attached the projector to the head of the endoscope
and only 2-DOF remains, they can use a special calibration tool with known size
to estimate the remaining 4-DOF in advance. In our technique, we estimate full
6-DOF without any extra devices nor projections, and similar techniques has
never been proposed yet with our best knowledge.

About HDR image synthesis, usually multiple-exposure images are
assumed [16]. However, it is difficult to capture images with different exposures
using video cameras. There are several techniques which achieve HDR synthe-
sis and tone-mapping for video [17,18], however active lighting conditions are
not considered. If a lighting condition can be precisely controlled with camera
synchronization, multi-exposure images are easily retrieved, however, the system
becomes complicated. In our system, instead of adopting such a complicated sys-
tem, we simply alternate the input power to blink the pattern ON-and-OFF with
no synchronization mechanism, and such an approach has never been published
yet.

3 DOE-Based Laser Pattern Projector for Endoscopy

3.1 System Configuration

A projector-camera system is constructed by installing a micro pattern projector
on a standard endoscope system as shown in Fig. 1(a). For our system, we used
a FujiFilm VP-4450HD system coupled with a EG-590WR scope. The DOE-
based laser pattern projector is inserted in the endoscope through the instrument
channel, the projector protrudes slightly from the endoscope head and emits
structured light. The light source of the projector is a green laser module with
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Fig. 1. System configuration: (a) System components. (b) DOE micro projector
inserted though the instrument channel of an endoscope. (c) The projected pattern
(top), and embedded codewords of S colored in red, L in blue, and R in green (bot-
tom). S means edges of the left and the right sides have the same height, L means the
left side is higher, and R means the right is higher. (Color figure online)

a wavelength of 517 nm. The laser light is transmitted through a single-mode
optical fiber to the head of the DOE projector. The DOE generates the pattern
through diffraction of the laser light.

Our system is based on active stereo method proposed by Furukawa et al.
[11], in which a gap-based grid pattern is used for avoiding effect of subsurface
scattering that is harmful for 3D reconstruction. Here, we describe the pattern
and 3D reconnection method briefly.

The projected pattern consists of only line segments as shown in Fig. 1(c)
(top). The vertical lines of pattern are all connected and straight, whereas the
horizontal segments are designed in a way to leave a small variable vertical
gap between adjacent horizontal segments and their intersections with the same
vertical line. With this configuration, a higher-level ternary code emerges from
the design with the following three codewords: S (the end-points of both sides
have the same height), L (the end-point of the left side is higher), and R (the
end-point of the left side is higher). The codes of the pattern of Fig. 1(c) (top)
are shown by color in Fig. 1(c) (bottom).

3.2 3D Reconstruction

The source image is first geometrically corrected on the fish-eye lens distor-
tion. Noises of the image are suppressed using Gaussian filters or median filters
at the same time. The projected vertical and horizontal lines are detected in
the undistorted image using the line detection algorithm from Sagawa et al.
[19]. This method can detect projected parallel lines whose approximate direc-
tions are known, ignoring intersecting non-vertical lines, based on loopy belief
propagation.

From the detected line patterns, grid-graph structure is constructed by
detecting intersections between the horizontal and vertical lines. Then, each
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Fig. 2. Matching the detected grid graph and the projected pattern using LSGPs.

node is connected with its up, down, left, or right adjacent nodes by vertical or
horizontal edges. Some horizontal edges might have a missing edge because of
misdetection. In this case, the node will only have either a left or a right edge,
which may be later matched by looking at other connectivity of the grid graph.
Figure 11(f) shows examples of the detected vertical and horizontal patterns with
estimated gap codes.

Let the detected grid-graph be G and let the grid-graph of the pattern in
Fig. 1(c) be P . Note that graph G may lack some edges or have undesired false
edges, missing labels or false labels of S/L/R as shown in the left part of Fig. 2.
To match G and P allowing topological errors, we exploit the notion of local
sub-graph patterns (LSGPs). We define an LSGP to be a sub-graph of a grid-
graph used as a template for matching common local topologies of G and P .
In Fig. 2, the left part shows G, the right part shows P , and the middle part
shows LSGPs. Given a dictionary of LSGPs, G may be matched to P robustly to
missing or false edges. By providing multiple LSGPs and trying to match G and
P using each of them, flexible matching can be realized. In our implementation,
an LSGP is represented by a path that traces all of its edges. To merge all the
matching results of LSGPs, voting scheme is used.

Once the correspondences of the captured image to the pattern is obtained,
the points on the vertical and horizontal lines are reconstructed in 3D using a
light-sectioning method.

4 Auto-calibration of the Projector Position

In this system, the target surface, which is projected by pattern projector, is
captured by the endoscope camera. Since the head of the projector is not tightly
fixed to the endoscope, the relative position between the projector head and
the endoscope camera varies during endoscopic operations, such as bending the
head. Since, for active stereo techniques, the position of the projector is an impor-
tant parameter for 3D reconstruction, such unstable condition is problematic for
robust and accurate shape measurement.

Furukawa et al. [1] modeled the relative position by 2-DOF rigid transforma-
tion, where projector translates along or rotates around the axis of the instru-
ment channel (Fig. 3(a)). This 2-DOF model could be applied to our system
if the pattern projector’s outer diameter perfectly fitted to the inner diameter
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Fig. 3. Ambiguities of the projector. (a) 2-DOF ambiguity proposed in Furukawa et al.
[1]. (b), (c) More freedom that is not modeled in Furukawa et al. [1] caused by margin
between the projector and the instrument channel.

of the instrument channel. However, there should be some margin between the
projector and the channel in order for the projector to be inserted during the
endoscopic operations. Thus, in real situations, the projector have more freedom
to move beyond the 2-DOF model within the margin (Fig. 3(b), (c)).

Another limitation of the work of Furukawa et al. [1] is that they estimate
the projector’s position by detecting a marker drawn on the projector from the
endoscope image. In real situations where endoscope image is captured in dark
environments, markers drawn on the projector are difficult to be detected from
the captured image.

In the proposed system, we use silhouette of the projector and the markers
embedded in the grid pattern projected onto the target surface. The silhouette
of the projector can be observed from the captured image, even if there are not
illumination except for the projected pattern. The markers in the grid pattern
can be also detected from the same image (see Fig. 11(d) for an example, where
the projector silhouette can be observed at the bottom of the image).

The actual process is as follows: From the input image captured for mea-
surement, markers in the grid pattens (mi) are detected. Also, several points
in the projector’s silhouette (sj) are also sampled (Fig. 4). The auto-calibration
is processed as an optimization of 6-DOF rigid transformation parameters that
represent projector’s position, while using the 2-DOF freedom described in [1]
as ‘soft’ constraints. To achieve this, we divide the estimated 6 parameters into
2 sets of parameters: one set is for 2-DOF freedom described in [1] and the other
is for the rest 4 parameters. We regard the 2-DOF parameters (the former set)
as freely changing parameters, since they represent the motion of the pattern
projector that rotates around and translates along the axis of the instrument
channel, while we suppress the rest 4 parameters (the latter set) since they are
deviation from the 2-DOF freedom of [1]. Because of this ‘soft’ 2-DOF constraint,
the estimated projector position does not have scale ambiguity.

The optimized cost function is defined as follows:

1. The cost function takes 6 parameters p1, p2, q1, q2, q3, q4, representing the 3D
position of the projector (rotation R and translation t) relative to the endo-
scope camera, where p1 and p2 are 2-DOF parameters described in [1], and
q1, · · · , q4 represents the rest of the 6-DOF rigid transformation.
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Fig. 4. Input points for auto-calibration of the projector.

2. For the markers mi, the corresponding epipolar line is calculated, and the dis-
tance between mi and the epipolar line is calculated as gi(p1, p2, q1, q2, q3, q4).

3. The virtual silhouette of the projector is rendered as a cylinder moved by the
rigid transformation R and t. From each sj , the minimum distance from sj
to contours of the rendered silhouette is calculated as hj(p1, p2, q1, q2, q3, q4).

4.
∑

i{gi(p1, p2, q1, q2, q3, q4)}2 + w1

∑
j{hj(p1, p2, q1, q2, q3, q4)}2 + w2

∑4
k=1

(qk)2 is calculated as the cost value, where w1 is weight of the cost of silhou-
ette fitting and w2 is weight for the ‘soft’ constraints of the 2-DOF freedom
[1], which suppress the parameters q1, · · · , q4.

The cost function is optimized with respect to p1, p2, q1, q2, q3 and q4. In
current implementation, selection of the marker position and sampling points on
the silhouette contour are conducted manually for each frame in image sequences
and auto-calibration should be conducted for each frame. Further automation
for point selection will be our future work.

4.1 Details of Implementation

Generally, projectors and cameras can be described in the same model (i.e.,
pinhole-camera model). The standard coordinates of 3D camera calibration is
the camera coordinates, which is (xc, yc, zc) in Fig. 5(a), where the origin is
the optical center of the endoscope camera, and the z-axis goes through both
the optical center and the principal point of the image plane. The projector
coordinates can be also modeled similarly, as shown as (xp, yp, zp) in Fig. 5(a).
The relative position between the projector and the camera is described as the
rigid transformation (Rpc, tpc) between these two coordinates.

In the work of Furukawa et al. [1], this rigid transformation is defined by 2-
DOF rigid transformation, which is a composition of rotation around the z-axis
of the projector coordinates, and translation in parallel with the same axis. Let
the two parameters be p1 and p2, and the rest 4-DOF of rigid transformation be
q1, · · · , q4, then the transformation from the projector-coordinates to the camera
coordinates be described as
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Fig. 5. (a) The camera/projector coordinates and rigid transformation (Rpc, tpc). (b)
Surface points on the cylinder-like projector shape. (c) Sample surface points projected
onto the image plane of the camera.
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where Rx,Ry and Rz rotations around x, y, and z-axis, respectively.
In calculation of the cost function, the silhouette of the cylinder-shaped pro-

jector is rendered using transformation (1). We project the 3D points onto the
image plane and render a 2D convex hull of them (Fig. 5(b), (c)). In the cost
function, the distances from the contours of the rendered virtual silhouette to
sampled points on the imaged silhouette (sj) should be calculated. To estimate
these distances, we obtain Euclidean distance transformation from the convex
hull using the OpenCV library and look-up the pixels of the distance transfor-
mation at the sampled points. Approximately, the point set on the surface of
the projector can be modeled as a cylinder surface whose axis is the same as
z-axis of the projector coordinates, and the cylindrical bottom is at the origin of
the projector coordinates. However, the projector coordinates are defined from
the geometry of optical projection, where the cylinder is the physical shape of
the projector. Thus, the precise relative positional relationships between them
are unknown, and the object coordinates of the cylinder shape and the projec-
tor coordinates have a small deviation as shown in Fig. 6(a). This deviation can
be described as a rigid transformation (Rop, top) and can be calibrated in the
following steps.

First, the pattern is projected onto a sphere with a known size, and image
with the projected patterns and the projector silhouette is captured. Then,
from the projected patterns, the relative position of the projector coordinates
is estimated using the calibration method described in [10]. Then, the deviation
between the object coordinates and the projector coordinates is estimated by fit-
ting the virtual silhouette of the projector to the imaged silhouette points with
respect to (Rop, top) using the similar method as the auto-calibration except
that the epipolar constraints are not used.

The effect of calibration of (Rop, top) is shown in Figs. 6(b), (c) and (d).
Figure 6(b) is not the image used for calibration of (Rop, top), so that we can
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Fig. 6. (a) Projector coordinates and object coordinates of the projector shape rigid
transformation (Rop, top) between them. (b) An image with calibration object. (c)
Projector shape overlayed onto (b) without calibration of (Rop, top). (d) Projector
shape overlayed onto (b) with calibration of (Rop, top).

validate the estimated (Rop, top). In Fig. 6(c), the virtual shape of the projector
is not overlayed correctly onto the real image of the projector. In Fig. 6(d), the
error between these shapes is drastically reduced.

5 HDR Synthesis Using Asynchronous Blinking Pattern

To synthesize HDR image, usually multiple-exposure images are required. How-
ever, it is not possible to capture such images with commonly available endo-
scopic systems. To solve the issue, we control the light source instead of the
camera, i.e., blinking the pattern. Note that we just switch the pattern ON-and-
OFF periodically without synchronization mechanism.

Using just two levels of intensity for the projector are fine for synthesizing
HDR images because we utilize ‘beat’ between the frequencies of the camera
capturing and the projector illumination. Suppose n Hz for the camera and m
Hz for the projector, then, beat frequency becomes n − m Hz (n > m). With
ON-and-OFF switching signal, it makes half of exposure time, i.e., 1/(2m) sec.
for the projector, whereas we cannot control the shutter speed of the camera.
Suppose the camera shutter speed to be α/n sec (α < 1), then the exposure time
varies between min(0, 1/(2m) + α/n − 1/m) to max(1/(2m), α/n) as shown in
Fig. 7. In our experiment, we set n = 30 and m = 26 and then the exposure
time varies with 4 Hz and we can synthesize HDR using the 8 frames. Then,
tone mapping is applied to the HDR images to make 8 bit images, which allows
to use conventional image processing tools.

To synthesize HDR images, exposure times are supposed to be known, how-
ever, since the camera and the projector are not synchronized, it cannot be
retrieved with our system. For solution, we estimate the exposure time only
from captured image set. In our implementation, we simply average the inten-
sity of the pattern excluding outliers with simple thresholding technique for each
frame and use the ratio of the average as for the exposure time.
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(a) (b) (c) (d)

Fig. 7. Acquiring multi-exposure images: (a) Timings of exposure time and pattern
projection time (ti represents an exposure time). (b)–(d): Multi-exposure images. One
cycle of multi-exposure images includes about 8 images I1, I2, · · · , I8. I1, I3 and I5 are
shown here.

6 Experiments

6.1 Auto-calibration of the Projector Position

To confirm the accuracy of the proposed auto-calibration, we compare the
results of auto-calibration and calibration based on known objects. As already
explained, Fig. 6(b) shows an image with a sphere that can be used as a cal-
ibration object. Generally, calibration by using a known-shaped object such
as sphere-based calibration [10] is supposed to be more accurate than auto-
calibration which cannot use known-shaped objects. Thus, we compared the
auto-calibration results with this data, assuming that [10] is the ground truth.

In the experiment, the image of Fig. 6(b) is calibrated by sphere-based cal-
ibration and auto-calibration. To show effectiveness of using silhouette of the
pattern projector, the auto-calibration was tested with and without silhouette
fitting cost function (i.e., weight w1 in the cost function was set to zero in the
case without silhouette fitting). Figure 8(a) shows the results, in which 6 param-
eters of the translation and rotation are compared. The proposed method was
more accurate than the method without silhouette fitting and par with calibra-
tion method based on a known-shaped object [10]. In Fig. 8(b), we can observe

Fig. 8. Comparison of the proposed method with sphere-based calibration [10]
as ground truth and an auto-calibration without silhouette fitting of the pattern
projector.
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that the reconstructed sphere by the method without silhouette fitting was par-
tially distorted, whereas the shape generated by the proposed method did not
have such distortion.

6.2 Improvement Using HDR Image for 3D Reconstruction

To show effectiveness of the HDR image generation, we tested our algorithm
using a human hand as the target object. We first captured images of the target
surface which is projected by a blinking laser pattern projector. Although pattern
is just illuminated bright and dark repeatedly, we could obtain an image sequence
with different exposures. We have extracted 8 images of one multi-exposure cycle
I1, I2, · · · I8. I1, I3, and I5 are shown in Fig. 7.

Then, HDR image is created from the sequence, and then, tone-mapped for
3D reconstructed algorithm. The HDR image is shown in Fig. 9(b). The 3D
reconstructed results with/without HDR algorithm are shown in Fig. 9(c) and
(d). The numbers of reconstructed points for each frame and HDR image are
shown in Fig. 10, proving that the area which was successfully reconstructed
from the HDR image was larger than the results of any of the original input
images. In Fig. 9, we can see that the regions around the brightest center marker

Fig. 9. Comparison between the original and the tone-mapped HDR images. (a) I5
from Fig. 7, which was most successfully reconstructed in images I1 to I8. (b) The
tone-mapped HDR image generated from I1 to I8. (c) 3D reconstruction result of (a).
(d) 3D reconstruction result of (b).

Fig. 10. Comparison of 3D reconstructed areas of original and tone-mapped HDR
images.
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were reconstructed in the result of IT (HDR image), whereas, in the result of I5
(note that I5 was the most successfully reconstructed image from Fig. 10), the
same regions were not reconstructed. In Fig. 9, we can also see that the noises in
the source images are reduced in the tone-mapped HDR image, because multiple
images are merged so that independent noises are suppressed.

6.3 3D Reconstruction Inside a Stomach of a Pig

To evaluate the system in more realistic conditions, we captured shapes inside a
stomach of a pig, which is often used for evaluation purpose and a practice of an
endoscopist. To evaluate the scales captured by the 3D endoscope, we first curved

(a) (b) (c) (d)

(e) (f) (g) (h)

(i) (j) (k) (l)

Fig. 11. 3D reconstruction of bio-tissue inside a pig stomach with markers. (a) The
environment of the experiment. (b) The pig-stomach cut open after experiment session.
(c) The appearance inside the stomach with marker positions. (d) The captured image
with the pattern projected. (e) The HDR enhanced image. (f) The detected grid graph.
(g), (h) Before and after the auto-calibration of the projector. The rendered projector
positing is the read cylinder and the epipolar lines are pink line segments. (g) is before
the auto-calibration and (h) is after the auto-calibration. (i), (j) Reconstructed 3D
shape rendered from two different view points. (k), (l) Distance measurements between
the two markers. Red regions are reconstructed areas. (Color figure online)
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Table 1. Estimated distances between two markers on the surface inside a pig stomach

Marker IDs Ground truth Ground truth (expanded) Our result

1 and 2 24.6 mm 29.4 mm 25.9 mm

2 and 3 14.2 mm 15.1 mm 13.9 mm

several markers on the surface of pig’s stomach, then, reconstruct 3D shape of
the entire surface. The distances between the two markers are estimated and
compared to the ground truth, which is obtained by measuring the real distances
between the markers after the measurement process; we cut and opened the
stomach. Since the stomach was inflated while the endoscopy diagnosis, the
ground truth distances that are actually measured were considered to be smaller
than the estimated distances. To compensate such error, we also measure the
ground truth distance while expanding the stomach surface manually.

Figure 11 shows the experimental situation and the results. Comparison
between estimated results and ground truth are shown in Table 1. The preci-
sion was about 5.0% and 2.1% from the unexpanded ground truth. Considering
the difference of measurement situation, we could conclude that the measure-
ment was sufficiently accurate. In Fig. 11(g), (h), we also show the result of
auto-calibration. In Fig. 11(g), which shows situation before auto-calibration,
the rendered silhouette of the projector is different from the captured silhouette
of Fig. 11(e). After auto-calibration, the projector position fits to the captured
image, and the epipolar lines lie on the marker position as shown in Fig. 11(h).

7 Conclusion

We proposed a 3D endoscopic system based on an active stereo, where the micro
laser pattern projector is inserted through an instrumental channel. Since there
is a margin between the projector and the channel and the head of endoscope
dynamically moves during an actual operation, the relative position of a camera
and a projector is not fixed with respect to each other. For 3D reconstruction
the relative position should be known, we propose an auto-calibration technique
using the silhouette of the pattern projector. In addition, since the laser projec-
tor has a strong light intensity and dynamic range of the camera is not enough,
we propose a new HDR image synthesis technique using a blinking modula-
tion applied to the projector. The ability of the techniques were confirmed by
intensive experiments using real endoscopic systems and demonstrated by recon-
structing the 3D shape of the inside surface of a pig’s stomach. Our future work
is to construct the realtime system and use it to actual diagnosis and operations.
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